Cold data storage systems are used to allow long term digital preservation for institutions' archive. The common functionality among cold and warm/hot data storage is that the data is stored on some physical medium for read-back at a later time. However in cold storage, write and read operations are not necessarily done in the same exact geographical location. Hence, a third party assistance is typically utilized to bring together the medium and the drive. On the other hand, the reliability modeling of such a decomposed system poses few challenges that do not necessarily exist in other warm/hot storage alternatives such as fault detection and absence of the carrier, all totaling up to the data unavailability issues. In this paper, we propose a generalized non-homogenous Markov model that encompasses the aging of the carriers in order to address the requirements of today's cold data storage systems in which the data is encoded and spread across multiple nodes for the long-term data retention. We have derived useful lower/upper bounds on the overall system availability. Furthermore, the collected field data is used to estimate parameters of a Weibull distribution to accurately predict the lifetime of the carriers in an example scale-out setting. In this study, we numerically demonstrate the significance of carriers' presence and the key role that their timely maintenance plays on the long-term reliability and availability of the stored content.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE physical medium on which the infrequently accessed data a.k.a. cold data is stored is quite susceptible to loss and corruption due to exposure to heat, humidity, dust-like contaminants, and in particular faulty and unpredictable read/write hardware behaviors. Typical examples include drives and tape/optical media where the data is laid on a physical medium for long term storage by utilizing the magnetic field directions [1] . On the other hand, one of the most popular cold storage options in today's world is the Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) based media in which the data is embedded inside the DNA strands and read/write operations are performed by special hardware doing specific chemical operations known as synthesizers and sequencers, respectively [2] . Strands are carried inside the bottles and protected in special environments such as the most recent molecular hopper technology [3] for long time preservation. Similarly, data carriers (such as mechanical robots) are used to carry the tape cartridges or optic discs to drives in order to successfully complete read/write operations.
In an accurate reliability modeling for cold data storage systems (such as tape), the media failure, faulty drive be-arXiv:1911.00329v1 [cs.PF] 1 Nov 2019 haviour, failure detection, data spreading -that is how much the data is spread across different independent cold storage nodes -should all be taken into account [4] . Particularly, the detection of faulty system behaviour and lost data can be done by periodic system/data check operations which is known as scrubbing in disk-based systems [5] . Such a scrubbing process can be incorporated into reliability models [6] , [7] , [8] . In contrast, in case of carrier failures, data is not lost but would be temporarily unavailable until the carrier is replaced/fixed by the maintenance team. Therefore, the actual reliability model should treat data durability and availability individually and be able to neatly merge these important data-related performance indicators.
The reliability studies for disk arrays have been the center of research interest in our modern age to help build sustainable and efficient data centers. One of the most comprehensive/generalization studies to date is given in [9] where hard errors and generic erasure coding are taken into account. Incorporation of both uncorrelated and correlated hard errors with Markov modelling are considered in a later study [10] . Furthermore, some special cases of the proposed model in [9] is considered and analyzed in [11] . One of the most general Markov model with horizontal and vertical data allocation policies is recently studied for disk systems [12] in which failure detection process is not taken into account. Furthermore, the analysis is extended to study the effect of multidimensional redundancy on aging [13] . A special Markov chain is also considered to measure RAID-6 systems [14] without much generalization. Due to analytical complexity, software tools are later introduced for accurate prediction of large scale data storage architectures [15] . With regard to cold storage systems, several past research studied applicationspecific back-up systems in which keeping the copies of the data (replication) was the primary means of providing durability [16] . Although they have paid attention to failure detection problem, they did not configure their model for true cold storage environment requirements i.e., the necessity of carrying media from one location to another, detrimental effects of mechanical components, unavailability of carriers and drive-related hard errors. In [17] , the work is extended to cover 4-copy case where the backup system consists of both tapes and hard drives with different failure and repair rates i.e., a heterogeneous storage network. Since the storage media and internal mechanics are different for tape systems and hard drives, the proposed model quickly gets complicated as the number of copies increase. Therefore, extending it beyond 4-copy seems to be quite challenging and no systematic extension is proposed in the same line of work. In [18] , a two dimensional Markov process is proposed for modeling explicit and latent errors in disk-based distributed storage systems in which failure detection is assumed to take almost no time. Since only disk-based systems are considered, the study is not extended to take into account the presence of carriers.
Note that the overall scale-out system reliability relies on the durability of constituent cold storage units such as tapes. Several studies conducted life expectancy and media stability tests for magnetic tape and the results revealed that a theoretic 50-100 years lifespan is possible for magnetic tapes [19] , [20] .
Similar studies exist for optical disks [21] as well.
On the other hand, continuously failing storage media, conventionally neglected unavailability, unexpected and timedependent hard errors (mostly due to aging) make these predicted numbers obsolete. In addition, in all kinds of digital data storage, data is usually erasure coded and spread across different storage nodes through intelligent allocation schemes [22] for better durability, space overhead and data loss characteristics [23] . Data access patterns and system-level details are collected by most companies for better understanding of their real workload and help develop better business strategies [24] . This type of data can further be used using machine learning techniques to improve the overall storage reliability [25] . Hence, accurately estimating the data durability requires a data-assisted reliability model which should take all aforementioned detrimental effects into account.
Due to the complexities of data dependent density estimation and the time dependent carrier aging phenomenon, we formulated the proposed Markov model as a simulation platform to estimate the distributions of time to data-loss and data-unavailability. Simple statistics such as mean time to data loss (MTTDL) and unavailability (MTTDU) will be derived from the simulation data and compared for various choices of system parameters as well as few theoretical results known for a limited parameter space. For a better analysis, under reasonably good assumptions, lower and upper bounds on the system performance will be derived and presented together with the numerical results.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the general multi-dimensional Markov model is introduced in which carrier availability is taken care of. Moreover, its complexity analysis is addressed based on the number of states. In Section III, the most common problems in cold storage i.e., hard read errors and carrier unavailabilities are precisely modeled, transition and probability matrices are defined, lower and upped bounds on the performance are derived. Since the lifetime of the carrier is dependent on the usage pattern, data-assistance is utilized in Section IV to model the aging phenomenon. Finally, we provide few numerical results in Section V to demonstrate the significance of carrier availability and finally Section VI concludes the paper.
II. A CARRIER-PRESENT RELIABILITY MODEL
In this section, we describe the general model that incorporates data as well as carrier presence in to a Markov model. We also consider a specific special case that is most common in realistic cold storage applications.
A. General Model Description
The proposed reliability model incorporates data-driven density estimation (a known distribution fit) and a continuous time Markov process to accurately estimate the density of the system data loss, and associated first order statistics such as MTTDL and MTTDU metrics. The model has two types of states: node states and system states all combined and characterized by the Markov states. Although the proposed
(n − 1)λ (n − 2)λ kλ model is generally applicable to any type of cold storage, we specifically consider a scale-out tape library system. Although the paper shall treat the number of node states to be any arbitrary number, for simplicity, we will give our examples by proposing three different node states that are the most commonly assumed in cold data storage community. There are defined to be Available (A), Failed (F) and Detected (D) for a given node and we automatically generate the associated Markov states of the overall system. We would like to remind that typical continuous Markov processes are heavily used for warm/hot storage devices consisting of hard disk or solid state device arrays (such as given in [9] ). Previous work focused on Markov processes with typically two node states, namely Available and Failure. Indeed, our treatment makes our model a generalized version of all the previous Markov models used with configurable parameters. Although it becomes impossible to derive closed form expressions, we shall use approximations to derive analytical results for performance metrics such as lower and upper bounds on the mean statistics.
As assumed by many past research studies such as [26] , [27] and [28] , the cold storage system is protected by a (ñ,k) Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) erasure code whereñ is the codeword (block) andk is the payload lengths, respectively. Note that with this setting, the conventional replication (copy) system corresponds tok = 1. The quantity r =k/ñ = k/n is termed as the rate of the code. In other words, since we use MDS codes, we assumeñ andk to be a multiple of n and k, respectively. Due to encode/decode complexity and without loss of generality, we shall assume n =ñ and k =k throughout the document to convey the main idea.
We realize that node states and Markov states are not the same, in fact, a Markov state can have triple node states. We can visualize each Markov state consisting of three buckets counting the number of nodes having each of A, F and D node states. Furthermore, we assume nodes are exactly the same type and fail with the same rate λ i.e., homogeneous storage network. This means that due to a physical and irreversible error, data cannot be read from the tape that resides in that node. In addition, we have three more processes running in the system; two of them are the concurrent and identical data and carrier repairer processes and the third one is the concurrent and identical failure detector process. In this study, we assume that an error detection process is run on tapes and repair them whenever an error is detected. In addition, media carriers such as robots can also be repaired since without their availability, all data operations will cease. Robot and data repairer as well as failure detector processes are assumed to be exponentially distributed with rates φ, µ and θ, respectively.
The complexity of the proposed continuous Markov process is strongly tied to the total number of system states which are a function of node states. For s > 1, i.e., number of node states being greater than one 1 , suppose we have i available nodes with k ≤ i ≤ n (each containing a single data chunkremember this is a requirement for perfect data reconstruction) then we shall have s − 1 node states to share a total of n − i data chunks. In this case, the total number of decompositions is given by
For instance, Fig. 1 shows all of the system states (Markov states) as a function of k and n if the node states are s = 3, represented by A, D and F. Yet in another case, the state "Queued for Service: QS" can be added to make number of node states 4, i.e., s = 4. The closed form expression to calculate the total number of Markov states (for general s) is given by (including the total failure state)
Note that for the general case, we can further express N s as follows
where we clearly see that equality in equation (5) holds only for s = 2, 3. For small s, equation (5) can be used as an accurate approximation. Note that going from (3) to (4), we have used induction. In the A, we provide tighter upper and lower bounds for N s and asymptotically analyze the complexity of the final Markov reliability model.
B. A special case: 3-node-state Markov Model
As introduced earlier, let us assume we have three node states: A, D and F. Therefore, there are only three (in general s) destinations that a next state change could result in. For instance, for a given state index (iA,jD,zF), Table I summarizes all the state indexes as possible destinations. In the table, DS stands for destination state and i, j, z should satisfy the inequalities
One of the things that is not accounted for in the simulation model is a transformation method from the three-index state name to a single index name that runs between 0 and N 3 − 1 for simulation convenience. One straightforward method is to let the common index c ind to be
where j + z = n − i is replaced to find the first equality. Note that there is a one-to-one relationship between c ind and (i, j, z) and we can similarly find the inverse transform of the index c ind . To find (i, j, z) from a given c ind , we first need to find the maximum i ∈ {k, k + 1, . . . , n} such that c ind > i(i + 1)/2.
Curr. State Destinations
Transition Rate iA,jF,zD (i − 1)A,(j + 1)F,zD iλ iA,jF,zD iA,(j − 1)F,(z + 1)D jθ iA,jF,zD (i + 1)A,jF,(z − 1)D zµ (6), we can find z since we know n and i. Finally, we use the fact that i + j + z = n to determine j.
Also the maximum of c ind shall be achieved with the state index (k, 0, n − k). Since N s = max{c ind } + 1, the following can be shown to be true
Note that the final equality is the same as the result given by the Eqn. (2) when s = 3. In order to derive performance expressions and apply the general model to a particular practical application, we shall assume s = 3 for the rest of our discussions.
III. FAILURE TYPES AND CARRIER UNAVAILABILITY IN COLD STORAGE
Hard error scenarios are well understood in warm/hot storage realms i.e., when the drive and the storage medium are tightly coupled. In addition, there is no separate carrier availability problem due to this coupling. However, modeling and incorporating the hard errors as well as the carrier availability all at the same time into a reliability model is much more challenging in a cold data storage context.
Let us consider tape library systems as an example use case. One of the fundamental challenge is that the robots (carrier devices) can make some given number of exchanges-swaps (round-trips) before failure. Since such a constraint depends on time and the frequency of use (load of the system), this would add non-homogeneity to the Markov model at hand. Also, there are two driving forces for aging in the same system: (1) The user data access pattern which is usually less dominant in a cold storage setting and (2) the internally generated access requests due to system/data repair operations which will lead to extra robot exchanges, drive load/unload cycles, tape positioning etc., to be able to meet the system reliability goals. Similar observations can be made for other popular cold storage alternatives.
In this study, we constrained our set and assumed three dominant factors two of which directly affects the data durability while the other only changes the data unavailability. These factors, which need to be identified carefully, are explained in detail in the following subsections.
A. Drive Read Failure
This type of hard error is also pretty prevalent in warm/hot storage where drives become unable to read the data due to an uncorrectable error by the virtue of internal error correction decoding failure of the drive. Uncorrectable error rate (UCER) is usually given in terms of errors per number of bytes or bits
read and are usually due to random noise effects. This hard error mechanism is usually assumed to be time-independent and seeing at least one read error can be calculated by independence assumption, given by
where we assume the worst case scenario i.e., bulk reads i.e., the entire tape is read and tape capacity is the number of bytes a tape can store. Note that in cold storage, this worst case scenario is quite common.
B. Storage Medium (Tape) Damage
In our study, we model the probability of tape damage due to manufacturing reasons (in the infant mortality period) at the onset or external factors such as humidity, pressure and stringent temperature conditions later on in their lifetime. Such factors are assumed to be static and persists after failure detection and correction throughout the lifespan of the data stored in the cold storage. For this rationale, we used κ > 0 to model this damage probability. More specifically, we refer to tape damages to be κ×100 percent of all the tapes contained in a given library.
C. Carrier (Robot) Failure
Suppose that library robots (carriers) can make m number of exchanges (round-trips) before they fail and eventually become unable to complete tasks initiated by the libraries including the detection and repair processes. We assume the robot types and qualities are identical in all of the libraries. Based on the available data extracted from our local library systems, we shall show that m can be modelled as a Weibull distributed random variable with some shape(g) and scale(y) parameters.
It is typical to assume the time between exchanges to be exponentially distributed with rate ω. The rate ω depends on a number of parameters such as the number of users using the system, the total number of libraries in a scale-out setting, the time of the year etc. The time to robot failure (characterized by the random variable Y ) is therefore the sum of m exponential distributions each with the same rate ω i.e., Gamma distributed with the following pdf
where Γ(.) is the complete Gamma function. Note that since Gamma distribution is NOT memoryless, it requires aging to be taken care of by inserting the time dependent conditional CDF (carrier survival probabilities) given by
where l < m exchanges are assumed to be made by the robot.
In that case, the latter conditional probability is also Gamma distributed with the pdf f Y (y; ω, l). Also, the included upper incomplete Gamma function is given by
On the other hand, the hard error rate is given by η = 1 − (1 − )(1 − κ). Note that we need to modify the model to compensate for the hard errors. Note that hard errors split the state transition from the current state (iA,jF,zD) to the destination state ((i − 1)A,(j + 1)F,zD) which originally happens with rate iλ. Similar to the observations in previous studies, for each state with i > k, we need a transition to the total failure (F) state to be able to incorporate the hard errors. With i available nodes, we can tolerate up to i − k − 1 concurrent hard errors to successfully make it to the state ((i − 1)A,(j + 1)F,zD). Assuming independence, this happens with probability
where l is the number of hard errors that occur at the same time while rebuilding or during regular data checks. Also we have used the regularized beta function I x (a, b) = B(x; a, b)/B(a, b) instead to avoid the instability and precision issues of the binomial CDF. Here B(x; a, b) is called the incomplete beta function and is given by
and its complete version B(a, b) = B(1; a, b) = Γ(a)Γ(b) Γ(a+b) . Note that we have the following limit lim η→1 ∆ i = 0 where the proposed model reduces to a simple transition from (nA,0F,0D) to F with rate nλ. Since the hold times are assumed to be exponential, the mean time to stay in that state is 1/nλ which can be thought as the lower bound on the durability of the system. On the other hand, for small κ and , the upper bound can closely be approximated by the reliability of the system presented in Fig. 1 . Finally, we summarize the new Curr. State Destinations Transition Rate iA,jF,zD TABLE II  STATE TRANSITIONS AND CORRESPONDING TRANSITION RATES   state transition table in Table II with indexes satisfying
Note that if we redraw the overall Markov system given in Fig. 1 to incorporate hard errors, it will make it look more complicated. To reach such a transition table, we have made a few assumptions that can be listed as follows.
• In a typical repair process, only k tapes are selected for repair process. In case of locally repairable codes [29] , this number can be reduced. Alternatively, more than k tapes can be requested and only earliest k reads can be used to improve performance.
• Hard errors are assumed to be independent i.e., data cannot have more than one segment(data chunk) in the same library node.
D. Transition Rate and Probability Matrices
The transition rate matrix (TRM) Q is a N s ×N s real valued matrix, whose entries q ij ≥ 0 for i = j represent the rate departing from state i and arriving in state j. The transition rate matrix for our generalized model is shown below. Note that we have included the total failure state (F) as part of the matrix and hence the last row becomes all-zero vector. We notice that the diagonal entries satisfy (17) which means the rows of the matrix must sum to zero.
Furthermore, let us define Q in which entries are defined as q ij := q ij /|q ii | for all i and j. Then, the transition probability matrix (TPM) is given by P = I + Q. Note that this is the precise version of uniformization technique 2 that compute transient solutions of finite state continuous-time Markov chains, by approximating the process using a discrete time Markov chain. This formulation will be useful when we derive the upper bound on the performance.
E. Modeling the Carrier Availability
The treatment of the previous section did not include the availability of the carriers in the state transition matrix. One of the observations is that although the node failures (e.g. tape failures) are independent of robots' availability, node repair and failure detection mechanisms are highly dependent on the availability of carriers (robots) i.e., the rates that describe failure detection and node repair must be time-dependent as well. As the time passes by, detection and repair rates will go down unless carriers are updated sufficiently fast.
When nodes fail due to various reasons, failure detection process immediately commences. Similarly, when these failures are detected, the associated repair process starts immediately. So for a given operating time t, system robots will not be of the same age and quality (due to potential replacements etc). This leads to unequal treatment of storage nodes and our simulation setup must keep track of indexes for which robots are replaced in order to model the aging phenomenon.
1) Time-dependent Failure Detection: For simplicity, let us assume each node has a single carrier (through averaging arguments, it can be generalized to multiple carriers without changing the following discussion) and let ψ o (t) be the probability of o ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i} available robots (conditioned on a specific set of i nodes) in the system at time t with survival probabilities β s1 , β s2 , . . . , β si where s m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. It can be shown that
where {.} denotes the real part and F P (.) is the CDF of Poisson binomial distribution given by
where √ −1 is the complex number that is a solution of the equation x 2 = −1. On the other hand, since in our study we assume failures, detections and repairs all to be exponentially distributed and detection and carrier repairs can only happen consecutively, the natural consequence of sum of multiple independent exponential distributions is no surprise. However, to be able to make our later analysis analytically tractable, we will use a first order approximation in this subsection 3 . More specifically, we will assume the sum of x + 1 exponential distributions with rates φ, θ 1 , . . . , θ x to be approximately exponentially distributed with rate R θ (φ) given by
where θ = [θ 1 , . . . , θ x ]. When a failure event is detected by the system, a state transition happens from the originator state (iA,jF,zD) to the destination state (iA,(j − 1)F,(z + 1)D) for j > 0. While performing the detection, we need j robots to complete the process, if found less, say b < j, then we need to repair j − b robots to have a total of j robots to work on the detection process. Suppose that at time t, we condition on having l failed robots satisfying 0 ≤ l ≤ j ≤ n − k.
Then the conditional repair rate i.e., the rate of making the detection transition in the Markov model is given by (j − l)θ + lR θ (φ). Thus, summing over all possibilities of l, we get the unconditional node failure detection rate given by
where s m ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Notice that we have the inequality for any t,
which implies that as φ → ∞ i.e., robot repairs being instantaneous, the detection rate would be jθ which is the same as that of without any robot failures as given in Fig. 1 .
2) Time-dependent Carrier Repair: After a node failure is detected, our system immediately begins the repair process and the completion of the repair process implies a state transition from the originator state (iA,jF,zD) to the destination state ((i + 1)A,jF,(z − 1)D) for all originator states having z > 0.
Let us suppose we are in state (iA,jF,zD) at time t and l of i available nodes have their carrier robot already failed. Note that for classical MDS codes, we need to have k helper nodes to be able to complete the data request successfully 4 . Suppose further that x of these requests are from the failed set, and k−x are from the available and operational ones. Due to sampling without replacement, probability of that happening is given by the hypergeometric distribution 5 . In this particular condition, we need to wait for the x failed carriers to be repaired first which is given by the maximum repair time and typically not distributed exponentially. In fact, this distribution can be shown to be equal to the sum of exponential distributions which in this subsection is assumed to be close to another exponential distribution with rate 1/φ x m=1 1/m where the harmonic sum in the rate can be approximated closely by
where ζ = 0.5772156649 is known as Euler-Mascheroni constant.
After all the necessary repair information is collected by any of the z detected nodes, each begins the computation needed for the repair process and write the repaired data to the corresponding storage unit. But the write process needs at least one carrier/robot available. The availability analysis is quite similar to the same case with detection process (each 4 Various network codes exist that may require to access more than or less than k helper nodes with partial node content accesses for full recovery [30] . The present discussion only slightly changes in case such class of codes are used instead. 5 Sampling with replacement would lead to a Binomially distributed statistics instead. node uses their own robot for detecting the failure) and thus the rate of such happening is given by represented by µ z (t; φ) expressed as
On the other hand, the conditional repair rate (conditioned on x and l) can be expressed as
where s m ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Finally, the unconditional repair rate can be obtained by summing over all x and l as follows,
Note that if φ → ∞, i.e., we assume immediate robot repairs, we shall have
meaning that robot repairs being instantaneous, the node repair rate would be zµ which is the same as that of without any robot failures. Finally, we summarize the new state transition table in Table III with indexes satisfying the following inequalities
F. Lower/Upper bounds on the Performance
For a given finite carrier repair rate φ < ∞, if we let the exchange rate tend to large values the carrier repairs will not be able to catch up, eventually resulting in total carrier unavailability. In that particular case, it is of interest to drive the lower bound on performance in a closed form. We note that in case of total carrier unavailability, there is no failure detection and therefore it means no data repair in a cold storage context and hence, the survival time depends on which state the system is in and whether the hard error leads to unrecoverable state transitions. In light of this observation, the lower bound (LB) is approximated in B in terms of ∆ i 's as follows
with ∆ k = 0 and n l = n − l(n − i + 1). On the other hand, if we let the exchange rate tend to zero there will be no need for carrier repairs, resulting in total carrier availability. In that particular case, it is of interest to drive the upper bound on performance in a closed form. We realize that there is only one absorbing state in our model (Failure state) and hence, the TPM is already in its canonical form,
For an absorbing Markov chain, we know that the inverse of I − L matrix is called the fundamental matrix (denoted as M) and it can be expressed as
in which m ij entry provides the expected number of times that the Markov process visits the transient state s j when it is initialized in the transient state s i . Since we initially assume all nodes to be available in the beginning, we are interested in m 1j s i.e., the system is assumed to be in state nA in the beginning of the operation. Since for s j , all outgoing transitions happen according to exponential distributions and the hold time is given by the minimum which is also distributed exponentially with rate −q jj . This implies the average hold time in each visit to s j is given by −1/q jj . Finally, the upper bound can be approximated by
Note that this is only an approximation since TPM is an approximation to the continuous time Markov model. Also, we can analytically assess the upper bound on the time-dependent performance including the robot failure and repair processes by considering only the rate matrix given by Table III instead  of Table II . This is possible because we have approximated distributions as exponential to keep Markovianity intact. This
Current State Destination State
Transition Rate iA,jF,zD approximation will later in numerical results section be verified to be sufficiently accurate for the range of parameters of interest.
IV. DATA-ASSISTED MODELING FRAMEWORK
In our modeling framework, we utilize a data-inspired approach for estimating the number of round-trips (exchanges in our context) that a carrier make before a critical failure happens. The critical failure takes place when the robot is no longer able to operate within the library system due to various reasons till they are replaced with the new one. In our tape application, the total number of robot exchanges before failure (SBF) is assumed to be Weibull distributed which shall be validated by the collected field data using enterprise Quantum libraries. Weibull distribution is completely characterized by two independent parameters called the shape (g) and scale (y). The reason we choose Weibull is twofold. First, it is the generalization of the most commonly assumed exponential distribution (single parameter) in literature. In other words, by selecting appropriate parameter values Weibull can be transformed to exponential distribution. Secondly, it is heavy tailed and closely characterize the observed field data. We realize that the heavy-tailed distributions characterize various types of data accurately as the number parameters of the distribution increase. For instance, it is reported in various studies that the data object size tends to possess heavytailed distribution such as Pareto [31] . On the other hand, several studies show that heavy-tail distributions might well characterize local file system dynamics and file sizes [32] , archival data [33] and the data stored and communicated over the world wide web [34] .
We note that based on the available field data and Weibull assumption, the challenging density estimation problem is transformed into parameter estimation problem. More precisely, we estimate the shape (g) and scale (y) parameters of the distribution through simple linear regression. Secondly, we obtain an estimate of the distribution of the time between exchanges/swaps. Using the same data set, this distribution is observed to have exponential tail and hence a single parameter (the rate) will have to be estimated. An exponential assumption is also quite nifty because the corresponding count process will become analytically tractable Poisson distribution. Since the estimated parameter is a function of the utilization rate of the system and hence is time-dependent, we shall test a range of values in our simulations to illustrate the overall picture. A summary of the modeling framework is depicted in Fig. 2 . In this framework, the data-based parameter estimations (ĝ andŷ) are fed into the proposed non-homogeneous Markov Process as estimated inputs. In addition to these inputs, we also set the rest of the simulation parameters λ, µ, θ, n, k, κ, as well as the number of simulation instances to some appropriate values based on the field data and our experience with 6TB tapes. The system is protected with a (n, k) MDS code. The random number generator chooses a random SBF value according to the estimated Weibull distribution and repeats this process and uses a unique realization at each iteration of the simulation. We typically simulate over 10000 times to obtain reliable values.
The main purpose of the simulation platform is to estimate the distribution of the overall data loss and/or unavailability (which ever one degrades the performance first) at the same time to demonstrate the implicit relationship of these two important performance metrics. In other words, we can finally numerically estimate MTTDL and data MTTDU metrics quite confidently. In addition, the mean value of the number of exchanges is given byŷΓ(1 + 1/ĝ) which shall be used as the guideline of robot performance in the numerical results section.
Note that there are more than one way for the estimation of the Weibull distribution parameters i.e., g and y. We adapt simple linear regression in this study to estimate these parameters of the Weibull distribution. However, few algebraic manipulations are needed to put the CDF of the Weibull in an appropriate form. Accordingly, let us remember the Weibull CDF W (t) as given by the equation.
which can be rearranged and expressed as the following linear equation ln (− ln (1 − W (t))) = g ln(t/y) = g ln(t) − g ln(y) (37)
If we set the ordinate to the left hand side, ln (− ln (1 − W (t))) and abscissa to ln(t), and apply a linear regression, we shall have a linear function that will naturally have an intercept(I) and a slope(S). Using these estimates we can generate the estimates of the shape parameter (ĝ) as well as the scale parameter (ŷ) as follows shown below,ĝ = S,ŷ = exp (−I/ĝ).
In other words, the slope of the line shall be the shape parameter whereas the scale parameter needs to be calculated based on the estimate of the shape parameter according to equation (38). To demonstrate the accuracy of the Weibull assumption, we recorded around 40000 robot exchanges before they cease operation. These equal-quality robots are operating inside Quantum Scalar i6K enterprise libraries which can house up to 12000 cartridges and is optimized for high density. This data is plotted in Fig. 3 based on the formulation given in equation (37), where the intercept and slope can easily be found and used to calculate the shape parameter,ĝ = 0.76 and scale parameterŷ = 491669. The accumulation in the data for t values satisfying 9 ≤ ln(t) ≤ 12 is due to the fact that most robots have a logarithmic lifetime in that range. Based on the estimated parameters of the Weibull distribution, the average number of exchanges can be calculated to bê yΓ(1 + 1/ĝ) = 580747 exchanges before critical robot failure happens. In the numerical results section, we shall choose our parameters within the ballpark of these figures to make our results/conclusions realistic. We finally note that the use of distributions with more parameters could approximate the data better, however it will only result in extremely minor accuracy advantage at the expense of increased estimation complexity.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
As it is usually the case with cold (and archival) storage platforms, we primarily focus on the read-back or in other words the data retrieval performance in this section. We present few numerical results for the proposed simulation and modeling platform. The intention is to illustrate reliability (in terms of MTTDL) and unavailability (in terms of MTTDU) in the same plot on the ordinate as a function of other simulation parameters. The abscissa could be one of the parameters of the system including the exchange and carrier repair rates.
Since the number of simulation parameters are plenty and it is hard to visualize/plot higher dimensional data using two dimensions, we present a 2-D plot where we fix most of the simulation parameters except the exchange/swap (xph) and carrier repair rates (φ). The former typically changes based on the system utilization rate whereas the latter is under the control of system maintenance team. Another reason for choosing these parameters to vary is that they directly affect the unavailability of the system i.e., in the absence of the carrier (failed carrier) overall data access time increases until carrier repair takes over. We particularly note that most of the carrier devices (e.g. robots) are shipped with a maximum exchange/swap rate number for reliable operation (such as 840 exchanges per hour (xph) [35] ), we vary the abscissa from some small exchange number to somewhere above the reported maximums and present results in a log-log plot. Similarly, when we plot the MTTDU in terms of φ, we fixed the exchange/swap rate and varied the carrier repair rate to see the effect of repair frequency on the unavailability performance. Please note that the system could be operating at any point on these performance curves at a given time t.
The parameters of the simulation are briefly summarized in Table IV . As can be seen, we have assumed a day-long mean data/tape repair and a year-long mean failure detection time as a starting point. These numbers again are application specific and can be changed per use case. We have selected few example half-rate code parameters such as (4, 2) and (6, 3) with varying reliability guarantees. The scale-out system consists of n identical libraries where each library stores and handles only one chunk of data when requested. Each library has their own unique robot and contains multiple storage units such as tapes. Tapes and robots are assumed to be of equal quality and type. The direct effect of inner details of the scale-out library system such as the total number of libraries M , the number of tapes per library, the geometry of the tape shelf locations etc. are accounted by the Weibull parameter estimations (shape and scale) and data-assisted modeling framework. This data analysis saves us from getting into the inner complexities of library systems and provides us the statistical nature of the number of exchanges per library. This is later used as an input for the proposed generalized Markov model introduced in the previous section. Finally, note that UCER is assumed to be 10 −19 which is way lower than 10 −15 , the UCER of the known disk systems. This is due to the high data durability guarantees of the next generation tape technology [10] .
Our first simulation is presented in Fig. 4 where we clearly demonstrate the validity of our exponential tail assumption made earlier (such as the expression (20) ) for approximating the non-exponential distributions that appear in various stages of the proposed Markov model. We have used (4,2) MDS code and three exchange rates namely 10xph, 100xph and 1000xph and plotted MTTDU results using both the actual distributions as well as the exponential-tail approximation (used in this simulation) as a function of robot repair rate. One of the initial observations is that our exponential-tail assumption leads to a lower bound on the actual MTTDU values. Furthermore, the worst case difference between the actual and approximate MTTDU values do not affect the number of nines, a metric typically used to express system reliability with regard to MTTDL performance metric in the industry. For the rest of this subsection, we shall present our results using the exponentialtail approximation due to simpler formulation as well as analytical tractability.
In Fig. 5 , we present MTTDL/MTTDU in hours as a function of exchange rate for a (4,2) MDS code. In light of our data observations and equations (37) and (38) derived earlier for estimating the scale and shape parameters, we have found that two shape parameters 0.37 and 0.67 along with the scale parameter 525985 are most common giving us the average total number exchanges of 695563 and 2200634, respectively, before a robot failure happens. Note that if a robot lasts only after one year, these numbers would indicate an average of 79.4 xph and 251.2 xph, respectively. We have also included the availability lower bound (as given by the equation (33)) in our plots which do not change with the growing exchange rate.
As can be seen from Fig. 5 , as the exchange rate tends to zero (going from right to left on abscissa), the reliability closely converges to the durability of the system model introduced in Fig. 1 where the availability issue posses no more risk to data access anymore. On the other hand, as the exchange rate tends to large values (going from left to right on abscissa), MTTDU converges to the durability lower bound. Depending on the operating point of the library system, our model clearly shows how the unavailability changes as a function of exchange rate if we do not have sufficiently frequent robot repair in place. Also, it can be observed from the same simulation data that a robot repair rate of φ = 1/48 seems to be sufficiently frequent for the system maintenance and hence we do not see any notable reduction in the availability for this particular repair rate.
On the other hand, we observe from Fig. 5 (and for that matter in Figs. 6 and 7 ) that as we increase the robot repair rate φ, i.e., we perform more frequent robot repairs, we improve the availability. However, at some point, increasing φ does not help us much i.e., system's robots are repaired fast enough that no unavailability leads to a dramatic performance loss. In order to find the optimal robot repair rate, we also need to plot MTTDU as a function of φ for a range of exchange/swap rates. These performance plots are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the halfrate MDS codes (4,2) and (6,3), respectively. Also included in the same plots are the corresponding lower and upper bounds computed using equations (33) and (35) , respectively. There are two interesting observations common to both plots. One of the observations is that MTTDU performances converge after certain exchange rates. For example in Fig. 6 , φ = 1/500 and φ = 1/1000 do not provide dramatically different MTTDU performances. Exact same trend can be observed for (6, 3) MDS code in Fig. 7 an optimal repair rate beyond which we do not experience any unavailability for all possible exchange rates of interest.
Having determined the optimal exchange rate for a given system is important from both user satisfaction and energy savings point of views. The second observation with respect to these plots is that by keeping the code rate fixed, as the blocklength of the MDS code gets larger, the associated lower bound gets worse. This is due to the number of parities do not scale as much as needed to compensate for the increased blocklength. However, using the expressions derived for the lower bound (the equation (33)), one can immediately notice that the performance difference between different size MDS codes of the same rate will disappear as n tends large. From Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , we can quantify this difference for both halfrate codes, namely (4,2) and (6,3) MDS codes, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSION
The reliability modeling of cold data storage involves a set of challenges due to its specific functional requirements. Many external and data-unrelated factors play significant roles in the data-loss and data-unavailability guarantees provided to the end-user. In this study, we have pointed out several of these important factors and proposed a data-assisted general Markov model for cold data storage equipped with carrier assistance. Furthermore, we have proposed a data-assisted simulation platform for a (ñ,k)-coded scale-out cold data storage system in which we have accounted for different node states, hard errors and data-unavailability all at the same time. A tape library system is considered as a special use case of this reliability model. We have clearly demonstrated the effects of choosing different carrier repair rates on the reliability and availability of the system based on the operating exchange rate. In addition, useful upper and lower bounds on the availability performance are derived. Finally, we have investigated the critical choice of blocklength of the underlying fixed-rate MDS code and its effect on the system availability. One of the key features of the system is its data-driven distribution estimation framework used to model aging as well as its straightforward applicability to replication based systems for both reliability engineers and system designers. As a future work, we shall extend our model to encompass more than three node states, the possibility of having multiple carriers (robots) per node and real-time parameter estimations for an adaptive reliability model.
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APPENDIX A UPPER/LOWER BOUND ON N s
Observe that using Vandermonde convolution for the expression given for N s , we can rewrite for it s > 1 = s+n−k n−k+1 we can deduce that for a fixed s n and a scaling k that is linear in some large n, i.e., k = αn for any {α : 0 < α < 1}, the total number of system (Markov) states will scale with O(n min{s−1,n−k} ) = O(n min{s−1,(1−α)n} ) = O(n s−1 ). In other words, the complexity of our simulation framework (and the corresponding Markov chain) grows exponentially in the number of node states unless the rate of the code goes to unity (r → 1), i.e., k becomes sublinear in n with constant n − k < s. In that case the total number of system states would scale with O(n n−k ) with no dependence on the number of node states, s.
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF PERFORMANCE LOWER BOUND
Note that we can rewrite the conditional probability that we do not end up in the total data loss (failure) state when there are i available nodes, ∆ i in an explicit integral form
where η = 1−(1− )(1−κ) is the hard error rate. To derive the lower bound we consider the case of total carrier unavailability. Thus, this results in no failure detection and henceforth no data repair process is initiated. This leads to the simplified version of the Markov model as shown in Fig. 8 . Note that the hard error that leads to total failure when there are i available nodes happens with probability (1 − ∆ i ) n j=i+1 ∆ j . The total time before failure is the sum of average times spent in each of the visited system states i.e., 1/nλ, 1/(n − 1)λ, . . . , 1/iλ. Finally, by summing over all possible i, we can estimate the lower nA (n − 1)A,1F . . . (k + 1)A,(n − k − 1)F kA,(n − k)F F nλ∆n nλ(1 − ∆n) (n − 1)λ(1 − ∆ n−1 ) (n − 1)λ∆ n−1 (k+1)λ∆ k+1 (k + 1)λ(1 − ∆ k+1 ) with ∆ k = 0 and n l = n−l(n−i+1). Note that if there is no hard errors, i.e., ∆ i = 1 for i = n, . . . , k + 1, we shall have the simplified lower bound with the closed form expression given by n j=k 1/jλ. In general we have LB ≤ n j=k 1 jλ = hs(n) − hs(k − 1)
Note that the approximation follows due to (26) .
